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Abstract: The neurobiological basis of paroxysmal kinesigenic dys-

kinesia (PKD) is poorly defined due to the lack of reliable neuroimaging

differences that can distinguish PKD with dystonia (PKD-D) from PKD

with chorea (PKD-C). Consequently, diagnosis of PKD remains largely

based on the clinical phenotype. Understanding the pathophysiology of

PKD may facilitate discrimination between PKD-D and PKD-C, poten-

tially contributing to more accurate diagnosis.

We conducted resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging

on patients with PKD-D (n¼ 22), PKD-C (n¼ 10), and healthy controls

(n¼ 32). Local synchronization was measured in all 3 groups via

regional homogeneity (ReHo) and evaluated using receiver operator

characteristic analysis to distinguish between PKD-C and PKD-D.

Cortical-basal ganglia circuitry differed significantly between the 2

groups at a specific frequency. Furthermore, the PKD-D and PKD-C

patients were observed to show different spontaneous brain activity in

the right precuneus, right putamen, and right angular gyrus at the slow-5

frequency band (0.01–0.027 Hz).

The frequency-specific abnormal local synchronization between the

2 types of PKD offers new insights into the pathophysiology of this

disorder to some extent.
, MS, Mei-Ping Ding, MD, and Wei Liao, PhD

dyskinesia with chorea, PKD-D = paroxysmal kinesigenic

dyskinesia, ReHo = regional homogeneity, ROC = receiver

operating characteristic, ROI = regions of interest, RS-fMRI =

resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging.

INTRODUCTION

P aroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia (PKD) is a rare move-
ment disorder characterized by brief episodes of abnormal

movement that are triggered by sudden voluntary move-
ments.1,2 Investigation of the neural mechanisms underlying
PKD is a difficult task due to its complex clinical manifestations
(e.g., chorea and dystonia).3–5

Although PRRT2 mutations have been identified as one
type of genetic causes of PKD,6,7 they cannot be used to
differentiate PKD patients with dystonia (PKD-D) and chorea
(PKD-C).8 Neuroimaging of PKD-D, PKD-C or a mixture of
both types has also failed to completely define specific neural
characteristics that allow differentiation between these dis-
orders.9,10 At present, diagnosis of PKD mainly relies on these
clinical characteristics, in the absence of reliable PKD-D- or
PKD-C-specific neuromarkers.11

Dysfunctional subcortical structures, particularly the
thalamus and basal ganglia, underlie the pathophysiology of
PKD.12–16 Voluntary movement is controlled by basal ganglia-
thalamocortical circuits and disruption of these circuits may
cause dyskinesia in PKD. Resting-state functional magnetic
resonance imaging (RS-fMRI) studies have revealed increased
intrinsic activity in the bilateral putamen and cortical-basal
ganglia circuitry in PKD patients.9,10 More recently, increased
resting-state interhemispheric functional connectivity in the
basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical circuitry has been demonstrated
in PKD patients,17 suggesting that PKD can be considered a
circuit disorder and not restricted to localized structural or
functional abnormalities.18,19 Regional homogeneity (ReHo)
is an effective measure of local connectivity, which quantifies
the functional communication between a center voxel and its
neighbors in 3 dimensions.20 This local synchronization is
neurobiologically relevant and dependent upon a combination
of anatomical, developmental, and neurocognitive factors.21 An
issue that remains unclear is whether the pathophysiology of
PKD is related to abnormal local synchronization in the regions
involved in cortical-basal ganglia circuitry.

The use of neuroimaging technique to distinguish between
PKD-D and PKD-C could provide insights into the pathophy-
siology of this disorder. The rationale for combining clinical
phenomenology and biological mechanisms is to aid in the
clinical recognition of dystonia syndromes.11 To this end, we
analyzed resting-state local functional connectivity to deter-
mine the neural basis of PKD-D and PKD-C. The converging
and diverging patterns of cortical-basal ganglia circuitry
and control individuals were mapped.
used to evaluate the diagnostic potential
ing,22 based on the theory that changes
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in local functional connectivity may allow effective discrimi-
nation between PKD-D and PKD-C at the individual level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Thirty-two right-handed patients were diagnosed with

idiopathic PKD at the Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University
School of Medicine, China. PKD was diagnosed according to
the following established diagnostic criteria:2 (1) an identified
kinesigenic trigger for the attacks; (2) attacks of short duration
(< 1 min); (3) no loss of consciousness or pain during the
attacks; (4) control with antiepileptic drugs; and (5) exclusion of
other organic diseases. All patients underwent routine MRI and
EEG or long-term video-EEG monitoring. To exclude second-
ary cases, ceruloplasmin, thyroid hormone and parathyroid
hormone were examined. Exclusion criteria were: (i) claustro-
phobia or MRI incompatibility; (ii) presence of focal brain
lesions identified using routine MRI; (iii) history of alcohol/
drug abuse, neurological or psychiatric diseases or serious
physical disease; and (iv) falling asleep during scanning. The
following clinical features were obtained: age of onset, disease
duration, family history of PKD, history of infantile convulsion,

Liu et al
dominantly affected side and body parts, attack frequency,
sensory aura and response to antiepileptic drug. We did not
provoke dyskinesia in drug-naive patients. After detailed history

TABLE 1. Demographic and Clinical Data

Characteristics PKD-C (n¼ 10)

Age (y) 18.50� 5.60
Sex (male: female) 5:5
Handedness (left: right) 0:10
Education (years) 11.20� 3.12
Mean FD (mm) 0.05� 0.03
Ceruloplasmin (mg/L) 276.30� 65.09
Thyroid hormones

TT3 (nmol/L) 1.34� 0.20
FT3 (pmol/L) 3.87� 0.52
TT4 (nmol/L) 71.00� 9.10
FT4 (pmol/L) 11.72� 1.47

Parathyroid hormones (pg/mL) 31.60� 8.24
Age at onset (years) 10.70� 1.70
Duration (years) 7.80� 6.49
Family history (þ:�) 1:9
Aura (Y: N) (4:6)
Attack frequency (<10/d: 10-hundreds/d) (6:4)
Affected side (L: R: Bil: Alt) (1:2:5:2)
Distribution (Arm: Leg: Trunk: Face) (8:9:0:2)
Treatment: Naive 0
Medication (OXC: CBZ: PHT) (6:4:0)
Prognosis after medication GOOD:10

CBZ¼ carbamazepine, FD¼ framewise displacement, NC¼ normal con
kinesigenic dyskinesia experience choreoathetosis, PKD-D¼ paroxysmal k

Values are mean�SD.�
One-way ANOVA.
yKruskal–Wallis ANOVA.
zTwo-sample t test.
§Mann Whitney U test.
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talking, including medication history and careful physical
examination, patients with dyskinesia due to other causes were
excluded. The subtypes of PKD (i.e., PKD-D and PDK-C) were
evaluated based on the phenomenology of the attacks indepen-
dently by 2 neurologists (ZL and MD).23 The 2 neurologists
reached agreements on their diagnoses of PKD-D and PKD-C
for each patient after discussion. Patients were grouped based on
type of PKD (PKD-D, n¼ 22, 6 females, age [mean� standard
deviation (SD)]: 20.50� 6.33 years; PKD-C, n¼ 10, 5 females,
age [mean�SD]: 18.50� 5.60 years) (Table 1). Brief attacks of
involuntary movements were triggered by sudden voluntary
movement in all patients. All the patients took ceruloplasmin,
thyroid, and parathyroid tests.

Thirty-two sex- and age-matched right-handed normal
controls (n¼ 32, 14 females, age [mean�SD]: 20.00� 5.91
years) with no history of neurological disorders, psychiatric
illnesses, or abnormalities on MRI examinations were included.
Written informed consent was obtained from all the partici-
pants. The study was approved by the Local Medical Ethics
Committee of the Center for Cognition and Brain Disorders at
Hangzhou Normal University, China.

Data Acquisition
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Imaging was performed on a 3.0 T MRI scanner (GE
Discovery 750) at the Center for Cognition and Brain Disorders
at Hangzhou Normal University. Foam padding was used to

PKD-D (n¼ 22) NC (n¼ 32) P Value

20.50� 6.33 20.00� 5.91 0.68
�

16:6 18:14 0.36y

0:22 0:32 —

11.85� 2.60 13.84� 4.36 0.06
�

0.04� 0.02 0.05� 0.02 0.95y

295.4� 58.60 — 0.46z

1.38� 0.25 — 0.63z

3.50� 0.72 — 0.16z

76.76� 7.77 — 0.08z

12.63� 1.24 — 0.08z

34.07� 7.58 — 0.46z

11.23� 3.11 — 0.21§

9.32� 8.20 — 0.74§

5:17 — 0.64§

(11:11) —

(10:10) —

(5:5:10:2) —

(19:18:0:7) —

6 —

(12:3:1) —

GOOD:16 —

trols, OXC¼ oxcarbazepine, PHT¼ phenytoin, PKD-C¼ paroxysmal
inesigenic dyskinesia experience dystonia.
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minimize head motion. Subjects were instructed to rest with their
eyes closed, not to think of anything in particular and not to fall
asleep during scanning. Functional images were acquired using
an echo-planar imaging sequence (repetition time/echo time -
¼ 2000 ms/30 ms and flip angle¼ 908). Forty-three transverse
slices (field of view¼ 220� 220 mm2, matrix¼ 64� 64, slice
thickness¼ 3.2 mm, no inter-slice gap) were acquired along the
anterior–posterior commissure. For each subject, 240 volumes
were collected requiring a total scan time of 480 s. 3D T1-
weighted anatomical images were acquired in the sagittal orien-
tation using a magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient-
echo sequence (repetition time/echo time¼ 8.06 ms/3.136 ms,
flip angle¼ 88, field of view¼ 256� 256 mm2, matrix¼
256� 256, slice thickness¼ 1 mm, no inter-slice gap and 176
slices). After scanning, subjects were asked whether they had
fallen asleep during the scan.

Data Preprocessing
Images were preprocessed using DPARSF (V2.3, http://

www.restfmri.net).24 The first 10 functional images per subject
were excluded to equilibrate the signal. Subsequent images
were corrected with slice-timing and alignment. Individual 3D
T1-weighted anatomical images were co-registered as func-
tional images and subsequently segmented into gray matter,
white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. Nonlinear spatial defor-
mation was calculated from the gray matter images to Montreal
Neurological Institute space using 12 parameters of an affine
linear transformation. Transformation parameters were applied
to functional images. Normalized data were resliced at a
resolution of 3� 3� 3 mm3. Several sources of spurious var-
iance (head motion parameters derived by Volterra expansion,
global brain signal, and average signal calculated from white
matter signal and cerebrospinal fluid) were removed using
multiple linear regression analysis. After linear detrending,
functional images were filtered using the slow-5 band (0.01–
0.027 Hz) and slow-4 band (0.027–0.073 Hz).25

Regional Homogeneity Analysis
ReHo was calculated by comparing Kendall’s coefficient

of concordance of the time series of a given voxel with those of
its nearest neighbors (27 voxels). Two types of ReHo maps
(band range: 0.01–0.027 Hz, 0.027–0.073 Hz) were generated
according to previous RS-fMRI studies.26,27 Individual ReHo
maps were normalized to the mean ReHo value of the whole
brain. Finally, all ReHo maps were spatially smoothed with a 6-
mm full width at a half maximum Gaussian kernel.

Statistical Analysis
Demographic differences between the PKD-D, PKD-C,

and control groups were analyzed using 1-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). To investigate the differences in local
functional connectivity between the groups, 2-way mixed
design ANOVA was performed on each individual standardized
ReHo map using GLM_Flex2 (http://mrtools.mgh.harvard.edu/
index.php/GLM_Flex). A threshold of P< 0.05 was set for the
main effect and interaction effect (combined height threshold
P< 0.02 and cluster size of 48 voxels) using the AlphaSim
program, which applied Monte Carlo simulation. Next, we
extracted signals from the regions of interest (ROI) showing
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significantly different interaction effects. Statistical signifi-
cance between groups was determined using the post-hoc 2-
sample t-test (P< 0.05, Bonferroni correction).

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
Correlation Between local Synchronization and
Clinical Variables

To investigate the clinical relevance of altered local fre-
quency-specific synchronization in PKD patients, clinical vari-
ables (disease duration and age of onset) were separately
correlated with ReHo values of ROIs using Pearson correlation
analysis in PKD-D and PKD-C groups.

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used

to determine the suitability of local functional connectivity as
potential neuroimaging differences between PKD-D and PKD-
C phenotypes.28 This ROC analysis was performed at different
frequency bands using ReHo values from each ROI. The
original area under curves (AUC) of ROC was calculated
between the 2 patient groups (PKD-D and PKD-C).

To test statistical significance of the AUC, we used a
nonparametric permutation test. In particular, the group labels
(PKD-D and PKD-C) were randomly permuted for 1000 times.
We then calculated the AUC for each permutation. The P value
was defined as the ratio of the frequency of permutations that
achieve greater AUC than the original AUC to the total permu-
tation times.29

RESULTS

Clinical and Demographic Data
No PKD attacks were reported by patients during the MRI

scan. Translation or rotation parameters did not exceed� 3 mm
or� 38, respectively. Moreover, mean frame-wise displace-
ment30 computed for each subject did not differ among the 3
groups (F¼ 0.23, P¼ 0.79). We observed no significant differ-
ences in gender, age, or educational levels among the groups. In
addition, ceruloplasmin, thyroid, and parathyroid hormones
levels of patients with PKD were normal and did not differ
between the PKD-C and PKD-D groups (Table 1). Moreover,
age of onset and duration did not differ between the PKD-C and
PKD-D groups (Table 1). All patients had paroxysmal, brief
(usually <1 min) attacks of dystonia (22 patients) and chorea
(10 patients), which was exclusively precipitated by sudden
voluntary movements. PKD-C patients predominantly mani-
fested rhythmic and oscillatory movement of body parts,
whereas PKD-D patients were mainly characterized by sus-
tained muscular contractions. Attacks commonly involved the
arms, legs, face, or a mixture (Table 1).

Differences in Regional Homogeneity
Significant differences in ReHo were identified in the right

precuneus, right inferior frontal gyrus (opercular part), right
putamen, left supramarginal gyrus, left middle frontal gyrus,
and left superior temporal gyrus (P< 0.05, AlphaSim corrected)
(Figure 1 and Table 2). Differences in the right precuneus, right
putamen, right angular gyrus, and left superior frontal gyrus
between groups were dependent on a specific frequency
(P< 0.05, AlphaSim corrected) (Figure 2 and Table 2).

We performed a post-hoc 2-sample t-test analysis, to
determine the differences between the 3 groups at different
frequency bands. At the slow-5 frequency, we observed sig-
nificant differences between PKD-C and PKD-D in the right

Local Synchronization in PKD
putamen (P¼ 0.002), angular gyrus (P¼ 0.0005), and precu-
neus (P¼ 0.0017) (all P< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected)
(Figure 2). In addition, significant differences were observed
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FIGURE 1. ReHo differences among groups, determined using 2-way mixed-design ANOVA. Significant differences in ReHo were
observed among the groups in the right putamen, right inferior frontal gyrus (opercular part), left superior temporal gyrus, right

OV
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between PKD-C patients and controls in the right putamen
(P¼ 0.0009) at the slow-5 band (0.01–0.027 Hz). No signifi-
cant differences were evident among the groups at the slow-4
band (0.027–0.073 Hz).

Local synchronization was not significantly affected by
disease duration or age of onset.

ROC Analysis
ROC analyses confirmed that PKD-D and PKD-C pheno-

types can be effectively distinguished by local functional
connectivity at the slow-5 band (0.01–0.027 Hz) for all ROIs
(averaged AUC of 81.03) (Figure 3). AUCs were significantly
higher than those expected by chance (all P< 0.05, permutation
test). Optimal performance was achieved in the right angular
gyrus at the slow-5 frequency, with an accuracy of 85.91%,
sensitivity of 81.8%, specificity of 80.0%, and AUC of 0.8591.
ROC curves between PKD-C and PKD-D were distinguished

precuneus, left supramarginal gyrus, and middle frontal gyrus. AN
using ReHo values (Figure 3). The performance of ROC at the
slow-4 band (0.027–0.073 Hz) was less accurate than that at the
slow-5 band.

TABLE 2. Brain Regions With Differences in ReHo Between the
PKD-C, PKD-D, and Control Groups

Brain Region BA
MNI Coordinates

(x y z) (mm) Voxels
ANOVA

(F Value)

ReHo at group main effect
Right PCUN 6, 9 (36,3,33) 67 11.49
Left SMG 40 (�60, �42, 33) 72 10.43
Right IFGoperc 44 (51, 15, 9) 67 8.67
Right PUT N/A (27, 6, 0) 54 8.50
Left MFG 6, 8 (�39, 18, 57) 55 8.31
Left STG 21, 22 (�57, �42, 15) 67 6.97

ReHo at interaction effect
Left SFG 8, 9 (�18, 54, 42) 68 10.33
Right PCNU 7 (9, �75, 57) 103 9.77
Right PUT N/A (21, 6, 6) 57 8.98
Right AG 19, 39 (39, �75, 39) 72 7.91

x, y, z, coordinates of primary peak locations in the MNI space.
AG¼ angular gyrus, BA¼Brodmann area, IFGoperc¼ inferior fron-

tal gyrus (opercular part), MFG¼middle frontal gyrus,
MNI¼Montreal Neurological Institute, N/A¼ not applicable,
PCUN¼ precuneus, PUT¼ putamen, SFG¼ superior frontal gyrus,
SMG¼ supramarginalgyrus, STG¼ superior temporal gyrus.
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DISCUSSION
Analysis of functional neuroimaging in patients with PKD

has failed to define the distinct neural characteristics of PKD-D
and PKD-C.9,10,13,15,17,31 Consequently, diagnosis remains
based on clinical symptoms that are diverse and vary between
individuals.5 To this end, we investigated the distinct neural
characteristics of PKD-D and PKD-C.

PKD is characterized by short episodes of involuntary
movement attacks triggered by sudden voluntary movements.2

However, limited movement-related fMRI studies to date have
focused on involuntary movements. Recently, Onofrj et al
observed that levitation and tentacular movement-related invo-
luntary movements induce brain activity.32 The isolated brain
activation of contralateral primary motor cortex suggested that
levitation and tentacular movement-related involuntary move-
ments are cortical disinhibition symptoms.32 Resting-state
fMRI (in the absence of movement) presented evidence of
hyperconnectivity in the PKD and provided theoretical expla-
nations for movement-related fMRI findings.17

We investigated the brain frequency-specific (0.01–
0.027 Hz and 0.027–0.073 Hz) local synchronization of
PKD-D and PKD-C via ReHo analysis. However, no local
synchronization differences were evident between PKD-D and
controls, distinct from previous resting-state fMRI findings.10

Earlier, Zhou et al observed abnormalities in the amplitudes of
low frequency fluctuations (0.01–0.08 Hz) between mixed
PKD-D and PKD-C group and controls.10 It is possible that
not only distinct resting-state measurements but also the fre-
quencies selected partially account for these differences.
Importantly, the effects of anti-epileptic drugs on the results
cannot be overlooked.33 Although all patients from both stu-
dies displayed good outcomes (Table 1), the effects of these
drugs on the disorder remain unclear and may contribute to the
inconsistent findings. Analysis of differences between drug-
naive patients and controls would therefore be of significant
interest.

We observed significant alterations in the right precuneus,
right putamen, and right angular gyrus in PKD-D and PKD-C
patients, suggestive of abnormal spontaneous brain activity,
which was specific to the slow-5 frequency band. These differ-
ences in ReHo may represent neuromarkers for PKD-D and
PKD-C phenotypes at an individual level and thus contribute
toward a deeper understanding of the pathological mechanism

A¼ analysis of variance; ReHo¼ regional homogeneity.
of the disease.
The putamen is an integral part of the motor circuit.34,35

We observed spontaneous brain hyperactivity in the putamen of

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.



FIGURE 2. Interaction effects between frequency bands and groups on ReHo examined using 2-way mixed design ANOVA and post-hoc
tests. Significant differences in ReHo identified based on the interaction effects were observed in the right precuneus, right putamen, right
angular, and left superior gyrus. P<0.05, Bonferroni correction for number of ROI and times for comparison. ANOVA¼ analysis of

Medicine � Volume 95, Number 13, April 2016 Local Synchronization in PKD
PKD patients, in agreement with previous findings.9,10 Signifi-
cant atrophy has been reported in the putamen and caudate of
individuals with chorea (Huntington’s disease)36,37 and
increased activation in the putamen of patients with dystonia.38

variance; ReHo¼ regional homogeneity.
Our current findings and previous reports collectively implicate
the putamen in a basal ganglia-thalamic circuit in the patho-
genesis of idiopathic PKD-C.

FIGURE 3. ROC curves for discrimination between PKD-C and PKD-D i
values. AUC¼ area under curve; PKD-C¼paroxysmal kinesigenic dys
ROC¼ receiver operating characteristic; ROI¼ regions of interest.

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
We additionally observed increased spontaneous brain
local synchronization in the precuneus of PKD patients for
the first time. The precuneus is thought to denote a sensorimotor
processing area in both monkeys and humans.39,40 Therefore,

disruption of the precuneus may also contribute to the mech-
anism of idiopathic PKC. Although significant differences in
brain regions among the 3 groups were observed, the intensity

n each ROI at different frequency bands. Blue dots represent cut-off
kinesia with chorea; PKD-D¼paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia;

www.md-journal.com | 5



of local synchronization varied across these regions, with
discrepancies between PKD-C and PKD-D patients. PKD-C
patients showed a greater intensity of local synchronization in
right putamen than PKD-D, but lower intensity in the right
precuneus and angular gyrus, implying that the pathogenic
mechanisms underlying the different clinical phenotypes are
complex. Detailed and comprehensive investigations are there-
fore required to establish the pathology of the disorder.9,10,17

Our data showed remarkable asymmetry, in contrast to
previous results.10,12 Earlier structural12,15 and functional10,17

studies suggested bilateral abnormality in cortical-basal
ganglia-thalamus circuitry regions, including thalamus and
putamen, a common pathophysiology in PKD. From the rela-
tively detailed clinical information, we concluded that attacks
were predominantly left-sided in 12 patients, including uni-
lateral, bilateral, and alternating cases, and right-sided in 10
patients. Although the difference in number between left- and
right-sided patients was small, the asymmetric trend cannot be
overlooked. Moreover, diagnosis of the affected sides mainly
relied on the history and reports of patients and their parents,
which may have caused some bias. The predominant affected
side may play an important role in asymmetry of the findings.
The number of attacks may additionally contribute to these
results. Although the data are not sufficiently accurate and the
computing method not particularly appropriate, the total num-
ber of attacks should be taken into consideration as an import-
ant factor in future studies. Thus, the clinical symptoms of
patients may partly explain the asymmetry in our research
findings to some extent,41 but further studies are required
for validation.

We observed differences in the ROC results of specific
brain regions at distinct frequencies. Previous resting-state
studies on PKD predominantly detected abnormalities in brain
function within the low-frequency range (<0.1 Hz).9,10,17 How-
ever, different fMRI signal frequencies may have specific
physiological relevance.26 Consistent with previous findings,
higher fMRI fluctuations occurred at the slow-4 band (0.027–
0.073 Hz) in cortical structures and at the slow-5 band (0.01–
0.027 Hz) in subcortical structures.25 Our current findings
suggest that frequency-specific local synchronization poten-
tially contributes to diagnosis of PKD.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, the sample size,

particularly that of PKD-C patients, was relatively small. In
addition, functional findings were possibly confounded by
effects of antiepileptic drugs that affect normal brain function.
Third, only part of the patients (12/22 PKD-D patients, 6/10
PKD-C patients) took the PRRT2 gene test in the present study.
Among these patients who were tested for the PRRT2 gene, 4
out of the 12 PKD-D patients and 2 out of the 6 PKD-C patients
were identified with PRRT2 mutations. The frequency of
PRRT2 mutations did not differ between the PKD-D and
PKD-C groups (chi-square test, P¼ 0.46). It is possible that
our small sample size did not provide sufficient statistical power
to detect the difference. The absence of difference in the
frequency of PRRT2 mutations between the 2 groups is con-
sistent with a previous finding from Huang et al.8 In that study,
the authors found no difference in the frequency of PRRT2
mutations between their PKD-D (15/59 PRRT2 mutation vs 44/
59 non-PRRT2 mutation) and PKD-C (2/4 PRRT2 mutation vs

Liu et al
2/4 non-PRRT2 mutation) patients. A recent investigation
revealed differences in intrinsic brain activity between PKD
with and without PRRT2 mutations.9 Accordingly, we intend to
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conduct studies focusing on brain local synchronization
between different genotypes of PKD in the near future. Finally,
in the present study, we specifically analyzed regional func-
tional measurements and did not take into account the brain
connectome as a whole. Further research using multimodal
methods may aid in completely defining the underlying mech-
anisms of the disease.

CONCLUSION
The present study investigated the resting-state local syn-

chronization to determine the neural basis of PKD-D and PKD-
C. The present results showed different ReHo between PKD-D
and PKD-C groups in the right precuneus, right putamen, and
right angular gyrus at the slow-5 frequency band (0.01–
0.027 Hz), suggesting frequency-specific abnormal synchro-
nous brain activity in PKD. Our findings collectively provide
new insights into the pathophysiology of PKD.
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